Columbia's
HOTTER-THEAN-HOT SUPER-SERIAL THRILLER!
IT HAPPENS IN THE JUNGLE!
...HOTTEST LOCALE WITH MOVIE AUDIENCES EVERYWHERE!

JUNGLE RAIDERS

KANE RICHMOND • EDDIE QUILLAN • VEDA ANN BORG
CAROL HUGHES • JANET SHAW

Original screenplay by Andy Lamb and George H. Plympton
Produced by SAM KATZMAN • Directed by LESLEY SELANGER

Use The Hot Jungle Campaign Book For Hot Jungle Promotions!
Columbia’s SIZZLING JUNGLE SERIAL!

JUNGLE RAIDERS

ALL THE SENSATIONS OF THE MYSTERIOUS, PULSATING, THRILLING JUNGLE!

KANE RICHMOND • EDDIE QUILLAN • VEDA ANN BORG
Carol Hughes • Janet Shaw

Original screenplay by Andy Lamb and George H. Plympton
Produced by SAM KATZMAN • Directed by LESLEY SELANDER
A COLUMBIA SERIAL REPRINT

The Hotter-Than-Hot Serial That Brings ’Em Back To Your Theatre For Each Episode...Again and Again and Again!

A NATURAL FOR JUNGLE EXPLOITATION! USE THE TICKET-SELLING CAMPAIGN BOOK! (Available at National Screen)
THE MYSTERIOUS, PULSATIN

THE AMAZING SERIAL
THAT HITS THE VERY TOP
IN ACTION!
IN ADVENTURE!
IN EXCITEMENT!

JUNGLE

WEEK AFTER WEEK AFTER WEEK
OF JUMPIN' JUNGLE JOY
FOR YOUNG AND OLD ALIKE!

A HOT CAMPAIGN BOOK THAT SELLS 'EM WITH JUNGLE
G, THRILLING JUNGLE!

HOT AS A FIRE-CRACKER LOCALE

FOR COLUMBIA'S HOTTEST SERIAL OF THEM ALL!

RAIDERS

KANE
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EDDIE

VEDA

RICHMOND · QUILLAN · ANN BORG

Carol Hughes · Janet Shaw

Original screenplay by Andy Lamb and George R. Plympton

Produced by SAM KATZMAN · Directed by LESLEY SELANDER

A COLUMBIA SERIAL REPRINT

STUNTS AND PROMOTIONS! (AVAILABLE AT NATIONAL SCREEN)